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Organic semiconductors are promising candidates for a next
generation of electronic devices; they offer a variety of new
intriguing electronic phenomena while being environmentally
friendly, inexpensive to produce, and mechanically flexible.
Their mechanical flexibility enables them to be grown in
various substrates, while their properties as well as
morphologies can be greatly altered by the substrates.
However, it is still a grand challenge to understand their
interactions with substrates on a microscopic level and also to
precisely control their morphologies. Organic-based
molecular systems form various types of interfaces in zero to
two dimensions, such as molecule–molecule interfaces and
molecule–substrate interfaces. While understanding the
fundamental nature of such interactions is a first key step in
the path towards controlled growth of low-dimensional
organic semiconductors, a precise and efficient description of
their interactions is a theoretical challenge. In this talk I will
discuss a couple of examples demonstrating the role of
substrates in controlling the overall configurations of
nanoscale organic semiconductors, nanowires, nanoislands
and chains, and finally films. Different types of substrates such
as semiconductor, insulator, and metals have significantly
different types of atomic interactions, resulting in very
distinctive semiconductor morphologies.
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low-dimensional properties. Her theoretical approach ranges from atomistic modeling by first-principles quantum mechanical approaches and
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